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EDITORIAL
Being the publication of this magazine quarterly, today we dedicate this edition to Mrs. Helena Petrovna
Blavatsky commemorating the arrival of May 8, White Lotus Day, a day where we remember her departure from
the world of forms, she, who was one of the founders of the Theosophical Society.
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, known by her initials HPB, was a woman specially selected by the Elder
Brothers, the Beloved Masters of Wisdom, to entrust on their shoulders a task of transcendental importance: that
of giving humanity knowledge about Ancient Wisdom.
Today we can see the magnitude of his work. Perhaps her most significant effort was to carry out her
work with courage and bravery. She gave humanity all her strength to reveal part of the Wisdom Religion, making
it public and accessible, so that humanity would understand the nature and septenary composition of the human
being and that of the Universe; so that in the West, the Laws of Karma and Reincarnation would be known; so
that the human being would know the path to liberation from suffering that is neither more nor less than that of
giving oneself to others.
Her contribution and service of HPB to humanity is unique in approaching into the Western world
towards the introduction of spiritual knowledge through the understanding of the Laws of the Universe and how
they work. She conveyed these profound truths which are fundamental in the process of learning about the
Ancient Wisdom. These teachings were forgotten over the time by the West, by the loss of their documents,
writings, and books where the wise beings who knew about them were persecuted, became martyrs, their legacies
burned, and them condemned.
Respected and admired by many, mistreated by others, we remember her as that brave being, like that
determined and firm woman of the nineteenth century, the "old lady", who defied barriers to train and prepare
herself to be able to leave humanity a legacy of wise teachings and show the work for spiritual development.
In this legacy of teachings there is an infinity of "gifts" to be understood and to awaken human
consciousness. She expounds on the ideas of Space, the idea of Time, the Law of Cycles, the idea of the law of
justice, the relations of Karma and Reincarnation. She spoke about the idea of an Individual Path and also about
The Unity of Life. In her work "The Secret Doctrine" she leaves us her masterpiece. And here she tells us about
her work that nothing is hers..., of her is only the ribbon that ties the roses that forms this bouquet called Ancient
Wisdom.
HPB noted that each individual must perform a specific job. Hers was to bring us the teachings of what
the universe and its law are like, and she gave all of her strength for the cause. Each of us must do our own work.
Let us try to find our own and offer it as service to humanity. Let us make the effort to see ourselves in her life
so that we can follow her example of dedication. And the Light of Truth must shine in each brother, so that each
one of us may become a lamp for himself in this space that we call the world, and may, above all, be able to put
that Light of Wisdom at the service of others.
Brethren, let us strip ourselves of selfishness and live in peace. Only by studying, researching, and
putting into practice the Teachings of HPB and her Master’s can we recover the harmony that vibrates in the
Universe, as she taught it:

"You can't walk the path before the path is yourself."
HPB

Magaly Gracia de Polanco
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FOUNDERS OF THE TS: HPB

HPB: A vision of her mission
Gaspar Torres

HPB, our great Foundress, was an eminent
occultist and in her many writings on the
Occult she left us fundamental points that none
of us can ignore.
In one of her writings on this she taught us the
following: "The true Initiate, the developed
man, we have always said, makes himself,
cannot be taught. The process is therefore that
of growing through evolution, and this must
necessarily involve a certain amount of pain."
Many of us who study Theosophy try,
consciously or unconsciously, to get
"something," that is, we nurture an egoistic
purpose. That very thing prevents us from
moving forward and only engenders us greater
pain than would normally be produced by the
evolutionary development to which she
referred in the quote.
That truth is also present in the considerable
number of failures of those first students who
became interested and offered as aspiring
workers of the Society and also as candidates
for disciples of the Masters. We see that, of the
entire first stage of the life of the Society, there
is only evidence of one success, that of
Damodar, according to the letter from the
Master received by Colonel Olcott.
The same thing happened in relation to the
success in the fulfillment by every member of
the First Objective of the Society, that of
forming a nucleus of the fraternity of all
Humanity without distinction of any kind. Any
sincere member who has been a really active
member almost certainly has some level of
understanding that it is the most difficult

commitment
to fulfill in its
full extent.
We have all
failed,
at
least
in
thought
or
feeling
on
many
occasions,
not because of negligence or ignorance, but
because of the impossibility of acquiring the
ability to fulfill it, a capacity that is not within
the possibilities of the personal level, because
it requires the internal ascent to the level of the
impersonal Ego, the personality by its own
idiosyncrasy
and
constitution
feels
irremediably that it is separated from
everything that surrounds it and cannot
maintain the internal unity that makes fraternal
harmony possible in the face of certain
challenges and circumstances.
HPB and its Instructors knew that and so,
especially during the first seven years of
probation, they designated it as a "Desperate
Company." From the fraternal point of view, it
remains "desperate" until Humanity manages
to change internally to a greater degree.
Almost all of HPB's contemporaries thought
and felt that she was too rude and irascible to
consider her an Envoy of the Sacred Beings,
and Colonel Olcott, who had similar ideas,
asked the Master, if possible, to put a check on
her so that she would not express herself with
her frequent stats and "outbursts." The
Master's response, given the sincerity of a
person like Olcott, was to explain to him in a
5
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letter that this was impossible because she had
received teachings in Tibet of such a nature
that they would have prevented her from
returning to the external world unless she left
a guarantee of never revealing them. The
Master explained in that letter that she had to
leave one of the principles of her being, and
that therefore she was a psychic "disjointed"
and not a mere failure or limitation of her
character, but the exact consequence of her
very strange and until that moment, unknown
situation by all those around her.
However, we can highlight that Francesca
Arundale, George's aunt, who welcomed her
for a while in her home, marveled at her joy,
especially when she got up in the mornings and
always kept a grateful memory of those times
in which they lived together, and that
Francesca related with undoubted spontaneity
and with a seal of affection and gratitude for
having had that opportunity in her life.
Another of the human beings, who lived with
Helena and apparently left no trace that she
was as "intractable" as others complained, was
Annie Besant. This was perhaps due to the
intense bond of mutual work for Theosophy
and Humanity, and perhaps also because of the
immense pains that Annie had to endure due to
the forced separation of her children that her
husband imposed on her, as well as so many
other trials that she had to go through before
meeting HPB and her work "The Secret
Doctrine”, and that they awakened in her the
profound occultist in which she was later
transformed.
Just this brief look at HPB already leaves a
series of enigmas that are not easy to solve, or
to unravel their causes. This includes the same
fact that also from one of the Mahatmas Letters
we know that in the two hundred years before,
or after the Foundation of the Society, the
Great Beings did not find another soul that
could incarnate within that term in the West, a
soul with the characteristics that HPB
obviously filled from the moment she was
chosen.
In any case, HPB was always surrounded by
more incomprehension than affection, and

gratitude. With the addition that for her, many
of those human beings who surrounded her
were open books for her, who could not hide
their suspicions, unfair accusations, etc., and
she had to remain as if everything unpleasant
and unfair was unknown to her. All that
repeated and unspeakable suffering, she
vented in a memorable, though little-known
letter written to Countess Constance
Wachtmeister, which moves any sincere
theosophist who has read it.
Every member who delves into Theosophy and
the Society in mind and heart, has to realize the
constant love and service of HPB for humanity
and it is inevitable that this member will not
only open himself to the study of her teachings,
but that he will acquire information from the
different essays and biographies that explain to
him, open his heart to the immense gratitude
that your many sacrifices and pains provoke in
all those who are not only satisfied with
investigating her works, but also who she was
and how she lived, the one who gave them to
suffering humanity, so that all this humanity
could relieve their pains, she, who could never
relieve hers.
Her love for her family, especially for her
father, her sister Vera, and her aunt Nadejna,
was enormously exemplary, despite their great
differences in training and customs. It is
powerfully striking how she tried to protect
them so that nothing would come to them from
what could affect them. In this regard we have
her repeated refusal to send her aunt a copy of
her first book, "Isis Unveiled", to which she
only agreed after repeated initial refusals and
to send her a series of letters in which she
explains that she never saw in her written
expressions in Isis an attack on the figure of
Jesus, but exclusively, a protest against the
dogmas, persecutions and great crimes of
innocent victims of the Inquisition of the
Church of Rome.
This was also clarified for the general
knowledge of all readers who opened the
second volume in English of this Work. In any
case, every theosophist must always be, even
today, clarifying and insisting on all those real
6
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characteristics of that first Work that the Great
Beings and she had to give as the first
contribution of the Foundress of the
Theosophical Society. As with a powerful
hammer, it would give the first blow to break
the molds, which, for more than fifteen
hundred years, maintained the mental and
spiritual closure of the West, preventing the
mental and heart liberation of Western
civilization, which led, from the darkness of
the Middle Ages to the centuries that brought
the new awakening of a science unfortunately
biased towards materialism that dominated
civilized thought in general in the nineteenth
century.
In her four main Works: "Isis" (dedicated to
the Theosophical Society to study the subjects
on which they treat), "The Secret Doctrine" (to
all true Theosophists, in every country and or
every race, for they call it forth, and for them
it was recorded), "The Key to Theosophy"

(dedicated by HPB to all his disciples so that
they can learn and teach in turn) and finally
"The Voice of Silence" (dedicated to the few-true mystics of the Theosophical Society--) she
left us a guide it requires the total Unity of its
consecrated service to Humanity.
Her countless articles are not alien to or
outside this quadruple teaching. On the
contrary, there are additional details of a
sublime and extraordinary mission, that began
invisibly and anonymously with her
preparation trips, which began after her first
physical interview with her Master in London
on August 12, 1851, at the age of twenty, and
which only ended on this physical plane with
her death, also occurred in that same city, on
May 8, 1891, almost 40 years later.
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HISTORIA DE LA ST EN LAS AMÉRICAS

Historia De La Logia Teotl
El Salvador
Alfredo Rodríguez Velásquez

This article was written by Bro. Alfredo Rodríguez Velásquez, from El Salvador, who wrote it in 1987, and was
published in the form of a pamphlet on the occasion of the celebration of the Centenary of the Teotl Lodge.
In it he compiles, in a beautiful way, the history of this first Lodge of that brother country. We have chosen
this story as the first of others that will help us to know the basis, both historical and hidden, of many of our
Lodges in the American Continent. Although we know the very important role that our Brothers of Cuba
played in the formation of various lodges in the Americas, becoming the matrix of several branches in the
Continent, we will publish this story in the first place because its founder met Mrs. Helena Blavatsky, to whom
this issue of the magazine pays tribute, being she, in some way, involved in its foundation. Our thanks to the
Salvadoran Brothers for providing us with such exquisite material. We further note that Teotl is a Nahuatl term
with which the Supreme Deity was designated, and as such, no image represented him. He was also regarded
as eternal, invisible, Creator and sustainer of the world. E. N.

The data here exposed were referred to me by Brs. Salvador Sagastizado, Juan Felipe Toruño
and Andrés Soriano, contemporaries of Eng. Max Patricio Brannon to whom he told them personally and
who were later confirmed by Carmen Brannon (Claudia Lars) his daughter.
Regarding the data of Soledad Lara, she referred to them in the moments of gathering and rest
that we had; of course, the recent data we observe visu.
Alfredo Rodríguez Velásquez.
San Salvador, November 1987.

The Theosophical Society was
founded on November 17, 1875, in New York
City, by Mrs. Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, of
Russian nationality, Colonel Henry Steel
Olcott, of the Army of the United States of
America and other characters who contributed
their ideas to magnify the purposes of such a
great work.
This society that initially proposed to
study psychic phenomena modified its
postulates reducing them to three:
1.To form a nucleus of the Universal Fraternity
of Humanity, without distinction of race, sex,
caste, or color.

2.Encourage the comparative study
religions, sciences, and philosophies.

of

3.Investigate the unexplained laws of Nature,
and the latent powers in man.
The ultimate goal of the Theosophical
Society was to lay the foundations for a more
humane, more understanding society, without
wars, without confrontations, without hunger,
that is, to minimize the suffering of the most
marginalized sectors of society and to live in a
world of peace.
With these altruistic purposes, it
would have to begin by modifying the
8
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religious and philosophical concepts that
governed the Western world at that time,
returning to the teaching of Ancient Wisdom
long abandoned, and remembering and
understanding the existence of a Divine Plan
for the evolution of man and every creature on
earth.
Attracted by such a noble ideal and
interested in the possibility of knowing such
high teachings, it was not surprising that many
men of open mind and discontent of the
reigning religion of the time approached the
Theosophical Society in search of knowledge.
This fact was observed throughout the
world so that, at the end of the nineteenth
century, there were already in El Salvador
loose members, affiliated to the General
Secretariat of Cuba.
INCIDENTS THAT PRECEDED THE FOUNDING
OF THE FIRST THEOSOPHICAL LODGE IN EL
SALVADOR

At the end of the 19th century, Eng.
and Architect Max Patricio Brannon, Irish by
origin, arrived in El Salvador, hired by the
company that built the western railway, who,
once the railway was finished, stayed to live in
our country. . He married a beautiful young
woman,
Carmen
Vega
Zelayandía,
Salvadoran, and procreated an honorable
family. Daughter of that home was the
Salvadoran poet Margarita del Carmen
Brannon Vega, better known by her literary
pseudonym Claudia Lars.
Established definitively in El
Salvador, Mr. Brannon met Mr. Luis van
Dyke, of Dutch origin, with whom he made a
very good friendship that lasted many years.
It happened that Mr. Brannon was
hired to build some houses in Punta de
Amapala, in the Gulf of Fonseca, and one night
while he was resting in the hotel room where
he was staying, a hurricane storm broke out
that forced him to light up the atmosphere with
a small candle…
Suddenly and very violently, the door
to the room was opened and Mr. Van Dyke
entered, leading by the hand a young-looking
lady dressed in old-fashioned clothes. Ing.
Brannon observed that his friend spoke to him,

but he could not understand him and that his
body was gradually fading...
Frightened, Mr. Brannon immediately
went out into the hotel corridor asking if they
had seen a man and a woman come out of his
room. All the answers were no!
Mr. Brannon later remembered that his
friend Van Dyke, in his moments of
remembrance, told him that his wife had died
very young and, relating the appearance of the
couple in his room, he began to suspect the
existence of a hidden world that he needed to
investigate.
From that moment on, he began to
read looking for works that related him to that
world that seemed so close and yet so far away.
He read "The Great Albert", "Little Albert"
and many others, until an old friend gave him
a small book written in Hebrew... He walked
from one place to another without finding
someone to translate it for him, until, finally,
an old man of Hebrew origin did.
The little book advised the researcher
to sacrifice a black cat at twelve o'clock at
night, on a new moon and in a cemetery as a
requirement to come into contact with beings
from another world. He did everything to the
letter, and… nothing.
Disillusioned, he left the cemetery,
mounted his horse, and rode away. He rode on
paths because the cemetery was far from the
city.
Suddenly, he heard the sound of
approaching horses. They were two
horsemen… they greeted him and conversed in
English. He was happy for such magnificent
company and talking and talking, they arrived
at the hotel.
They looked for the bar and Mr.
Brannon asked for whiskey and also a room for
his companions... at this, the waiter was
surprised, since he did not see Mr. Brannon's
companions. However, he served the drinks
thinking that they were hallucinations of the
engineer who retired to his room after finishing
his drink, leaving his friends at the bar.
He had slept a little when many noises
woke him up, and startled he saw that his
friends were making a big fuss in his room.
Furious, he invited them out threatening to call
the police.
9
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Mr. Brannon somehow came to
understand that these individuals could only be
seen by him and that if he took any action
against them, he would be taken for a madman.
Thus, the days and nights passed, and
the apparitions did not leave their room. There
was no way to get them out! And ghosts made
his life impossible.
Tired, desperate, without finding a
cure for his evil, he knew that in the United
States, in New York, there was a lady of great
and wonderful powers, surnamed Blavatsky,
and without much thought he gathered the
money necessary to make the trip and, carrying
in his heart a great hope, he arrived at the port
of La Libertad where he embarked.
During the time that the journey lasted,
he could not free himself from the presence of
the ghosts.
He arrived in New York in December
1878. He visited relatives and then, on 16
December, searched for Mrs. Blavatsky.
Unfortunately, he was told that Mrs. Blavatsky
and Mr. Olcott had left the day before for
London, that their route was to India because
there they would move the Headquarters of the
Theosophical Society.
Heartbroken he was walking through
the streets of New York, when he met a friend
who had worked with him in the construction
of railroads in Peru and who told him that he
needed a person to go to London to buy rails
for the railroad.
Asked if he would like to go, Mr.
Brannon said yes.
Having worked out the details, full of
joy, he left for London, where, after shopping
and arranging the seizure, he looked for Mrs.
Blavatsky who was staying at the house of Mr.
and Mrs. Billing, near Norwood Park.
He announced himself and asked to
speak to her. Mrs. Blavatsky immediately
ushered him by saying, "Send in the cowboy”.
After greeting him, he wanted to present his
case to her, but she did not allow it, because in
a very forceful way she told him: “I already
know him”. She scolded him, advised him, and
then, when dismissing him, she took a ring
from her finger and said: "Put it on and carry it
until the goblins that are chasing you leave;
until then bring it to me."

The presence of the ghosts became
less and less noticeable, until they finally
disappeared for good after three days. Mr.
Brannon returned to return the ring, and on that
occasion, Blavatsky handed him a package
containing two portraits of the Masters of
Compassion and Wisdom, several books on
Theosophy, and a greeting card with her
signature stamped on it, advising him to
deliver it to the first Theosophical Lodge to be
founded in the country. He said goodbye to her
thanking her.
Thirty-one years elapsed for Mr.
Brannon to deliver the portraits and the books.
His participation in the foundation of the
"Teotl" Lodge was very valuable since,
impelled by the need to fulfill his commitment,
he searched, found, and gathered all the loose
Theosophists who were in the city and who
belonged to the General Secretariat in Cuba.
THE PORTRAITS OF THE MASTERS

These portraits correspond to Master
KH and Master Morya; its dimensions are
45x45 cm.; sepia in color They are not
photographs, nor oil paintings, they were made
by Mrs. Blavatsky's mental haste.
According to Brother Sagastizado and
Brother Juan Felipe Toruño, they are preserved
in perfect condition despite their 106 years
(1985). They were cared for in their early years
by Mr. Brannon, later by members of the
Theosophical Society, and latterly by members
of the Theosophical Esoteric School.
It is said that of these portraits there are only
three in the world: London, Adyar and El
Salvador.
The "Teotl" Lodge was founded on
June 5, 1910 but was recognized in the
theosophical world on July 4 of that same year,
since, on that date, its Constitutive Charter was
issued. This letter was signed by the Secretary
General of the Cuban Section, Mr. Rafael
Alvear, and by the World President of the
Society, who on that date was Dr. Annie
Besant.
The foundation of the Teotl Lodge was
decided as follows:
In San Salvador, at two o'clock in the afternoon of
the fifth day of June of one thousand nine hundred
and ten, gathered the undersigned members of the

10
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Theosophical Society: Dr. José Max Olano, Don
Tomás Soley, Don Juan F. Orozco, Don Arturo
Lara, Don Andrés Soriano, Don Julio Acosta, Dr.
Reyes Arrieta Rossi, being in competent number
to found a Theosophical Lodge of the Cuban
Section to which it is adhered, unanimously
resolved to form it and to address it to the Society
of that section in request of the necessary
Constitutive Charter. Consequently, the name to
be adopted by this branch as a distinctive was
discussed and it was decided to give it the name of
"TEOTL", name of the indigenous language of
this region, whose meaning is the God or Supreme
Divinity, under whose protection it is put when
taking it. (...)

Finally, it was unanimously and
spontaneously decided to address the request
for the Charter to the Secretary of the Cuban
Section through the Branches already
established in San José de Costa Rica and
chaired by Mr. Tomás Povedano and Mr.
Roberto Brenes Mesén who were entrusted to
direct it to its destiny by supporting it with
their influence and fraternal affection.
This request shall be accompanied by a copy
of this record.
And with nothing more to deal with, the
section rises at five o'clock in the afternoon
and we all sign. J. Max Olano, Tomás Soley,
Juan F. Orozco, Reyes Arrieta Rossi, Julio
Acosta, Arturo Lara, Andrés Soriano.
LIFE OF THE LODGE

As is generally observed, the
Theosophical Lodges are almost always poor
in material goods and scarce assistance. The
Lodge "Teotl", is no exception...
In 1936, when I met it, it was housed
in the private home of a sister, Miss S. Ofelia
Montalvo, in the vicinity of what was once the
Champ Mars. There we paid... The room was
narrow, small. We were more or less twelve
members, we had little furniture. We met on
Fridays, which, according to the oldest
brothers, were the best days.
Then came a time of flourishing: Br.
General Maximiliano Hernández Martínez,
was the President of the Republic and due to
his enthusiasm, he held the study sessions at
the Presidential House. His cabinet,

Theosophist brothers and employees of the
Presidential House attended.
Everything that was discussed in the
sessions, discussed, opined, taken by
stenographers,
and
published
in
mimeographed brochures that were distributed
among the attendees. Theosophy was in
fashion! It was the novelty!
General
Hernández
Martínez
instructed Br. Juan Felipe Toruño and Br.
Salvador Sagastizado to look for a new place
to house the Lodge. We moved to the city
center, to the second floor of a reinforced
cement house, located on the east side of the
Plaza "14 de Julio". It was big, well lit. The
number of people attending the sessions
multiplied considerably, some brought by
propaganda, others by curiosity, and most of
them looking for a way to approach the
president with a view to obtaining a job.
"Dharma", the theosophical magazine
of the "Teotl" Lodge, was reborn. It was
broadcast monthly. Br. Juan Felipe Toruño
was in charge of its writing and dissemination
and because he was a journalist by profession
and worked at the Diario Latino, "Dharma"
was very well received.
At the end of General Martinez's term,
the Lodge returned to what it was before. The
same brothers were again, in a small room on
the second floor of an old and deteriorated
house. It was the home of an adult family. The
room was lit with a 25-watt spotlight. We
reached him entering through the gate of a
large hallway, a little dark. In the background
there was a door that we had to knock so that a
thin old woman could open it, with white hair
very similar to those dolls that are put in the
Christmas Nativity scenes.
She looked very suspicious. She
looked at us from head to toe and let us through
until we identified ourselves as "the tenants
above." We climbed a half-curved staircase,
with a little fear, not only because of the semidarkness but also because of the loose boards
of the staircase.
But there was our refuge, our books,
the Master´s portraits and our few pieces of
furniture, and besides, we were with our joy of
being together again.

11
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SOLEDAD LARA

Soledad Lara was 60 years or older,
brown skin, about 1.60 M. tall and weighing
160 pounds; of cheerful and tremendously
dynamic character. Daughter of Mercedes
Lara and Patrocinio Valladares Platero. She
was born on August 16, 1890, in Mazatenango,
Department of Suchitupequez in Guatemala.
Orphan of father, from a very young
age she had to work hard with her mother in
order to survive. Her mother died when she
was barely turning 16, leaving her completely
alone. She learned to sew women's and girls'
clothes with a second-hand machine she had
bought. The clothes she made were sold in
neighboring villages. She traveled riding a
donkey of her property, crossing the dusty,
sunny roads. She wore a palm hat, wide and
long skirts. She knew the Bible to which she
embraced fervently.
She became a teacher later. She was
more inclined to teach reading and writing.
She married Mr. Magdaleno who
abused her, so she decided to abandon him
and, secretly, planned her escape to El
Salvador.
On the day of the escape, she took the
train very early in the morning and when Mr.
Magdaleno discovered it he got on his horse
and tried to reach the train.
Soledad noticed it and afflicted begged
all the Saints so that Magdaleno would not
reach the machine... The miracle was
performed, and the indignant man little by
little was left behind.
She arrived in El Salvador and settled
in Armenia (Sonsonate). After some time of
respite, she continued on her way to San
Salvador. She quickly found a job as a
housekeeper at some gentlemen surnamed
Bain house, English, employee of the Bank of
London who, on one occasion, told Soledad to
get rid of some books that were in a drawer.
Soledad felt sorry for so many books
and before proceeding to burn them she began
to look through them and... Oh, what a
wonder! those books contained a treasure of
wisdom. In them she found new concepts
about God, man, nature.

She kept them to herself and began to
read them one by one. They were books of
Theosophy!
Soledad was ambitious and she had the
rare luck of turning every business she
undertook into money. She understood that
buying lots of land and building houses would
mean her a good income. But the problem was
that she could not run the constructions by
herself, and that was what she was heading
towards. She bought fruits and sweets and she
took them into baskets to the workers who
were dedicated to the construction of houses
and, in exchange for the fruits and sweets, they
taught her all the details necessary for the
construction.
It didn't take long for Soledad to start
building her own houses and selling them for
monthly payments. The banks lent her money
and little by little she was making a good
capital. She also founded a chain of
supermarkets. She called them "The Hives."
SOLEDAD LARA ENTERS THE LODGE

Soledad entered the Lodge and took us
to one of her houses in Barrio Santa Anita, at
the South of San Salvador. There we were a
little better but quite far away, because it was
a newly opened area for new housing
constructions. There were bad roads, poor
lighting, and bad transportation. Attendance
decreased.
I find this incident strange in Soledad's life.
Possibly due to overwork, she suffered
a sudden loss of consciousness; she fell into a
coma and with a left lateral stroke, was
admitted to a private hospital. With an
expensive and long treatment, she gradually
regained consciousness, leaving her with only
a slight facial paralysis that in the course of the
rest of her life reappeared temporarily.
Because her stay in the hospital was very
expensive, only a small remnant of her capital
of three thousand colones was left to start her
business again; and in addition, the doctors
recommended a quieter, less hectic life. She
then decided to look for another place to live,
outside the city. She was looking for
something like a villa, a small village. And
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indeed, she directed her steps towards the
north of the city... to Ayutuxtepeque.
This was a small hamlet, with a cool
and quiet climate, which was reached by a dirt
road, with large trees crossing its sides; few
vans reached him, but they arrived.
With the desire to buy a lot in
Ayutuxtepeque Soledad took a van looking
very carefully to both sides of the road and
when she arrived at the hamlet, she found one
for sale… and she loved it. She exclaimed
excitedly and loudly... What a nice lot! Whose
will it be? How much will they want for him?
And almost immediately she heard a voice that
said to her: it is mine I sell it for three thousand
colones. The lady who spoke to her shared the
seat with her. She bought the lot with the only
money she had left... Soledad laughed as she
recounted the incident.
In the future the Lodge "Teotl" would
begin to take shape.
At Soledad's invitation, we moved to
Ayutuxtepeque. It was a large house, located
in a good place, with a good climate, fresh air,
lots of vegetation, more natural beauty, little
neighborhood, plus good van service.
She accommodated us in the room
which, in addition to having light, was
spacious. We were very cheerful. Our
president was almost always Br. Juan Felipe
Toruño, because he was the oldest brother,
with an authoritarian temperament and the one
who knew the most, so he was very loved and
respected, we trusted in his decisions that, in
our opinion, were wise.
We again saw our house full of people,
almost all of us were acquaintances, we were
Theosophists.
Time passed and Soledad thought it
would be worthwhile to build an ad hoc
building for the Lodge. You looked at the part
of the land that was South of the house. But it
had the drawback of not being even. However,
Soledad solved the problem by saying that the
earth that would be removed would serve to
make the bricks that would be used to build the
walls.
Finally, Soledad made up her mind.
She donated that part of the land and the only
thing left was to build the temple, and to this

we dedicated ourselves with ardor and
enthusiasm.
Around this time, the Loenholdt
spouses appeared.
He was of German origin, based in the
United States. He had a PhD in Agricultural
Economics.
He worked for the United Nations in
the agricultural economics section for El
Salvador. His wife was American, born in
Philadelphia. She drew and painted. She taught
English at El Salvador-Estados Unidos High
School. Both were Theosophists. They knew a
lot.
When they arrived, they injected us
with their enthusiasm into the work of building
the temple. They were very friendly people, of
simple customs. They won our love. The
Lodge will never be able to forget them!
Br. Gonzalo Moreira drew the plans
and Eng. Rafael Sosa, Guatemalan, husband of
a sister of Br. Alfredo Rodríguez, directed the
construction of the roof that was made with the
finest woods that were found. The walls were
raised with the bricks that Soledad
manufactured. We all contributed, not only
with our work during the weekends, but also
with a certain amount of monthly money that
we gave. In addition, Br. Toruño collected
donations made to the Lodge by like-minded
people, whether capitalists, merchants, or
industrialists.
On the same date, at the end of First
World War, Eng. Gunther Deja, his wife Anne
Deja (pianist) and their daughters Constance
and Aurely, arrived in the country. They were
Germans. He offered his services to the
government, so they gave him a contract. He
was in our country for about six years, then
they went to Honduras. Everyone collaborated
with us in what needed to be done.
Finally, the building was definitively
finished with a donation made to us by
President Colonel Oscar Osorio.
Under the direction of Sr. who was the
wife of Fritz Loenholdt, we painted the
furniture and the walls of the main room. We
put up decorations and the Lodge presented a
beautiful appearance.
Fritz Loenholdt died in the United
States, California, on September 7, 1982 (a
13
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year after his wife). Their bodies were
cremated by their own decision and their ashes
were scattered over the waters of the Pacific
Ocean.
Apart from the illustrious men who
founded it, Bros. Loenholdt, Deja and Soledad,
an enormous number of distinguished brothers
in all branches of human endeavor remain to
be remembered.1
When examining the events that
preceded as well as those that followed the
foundation of the "Teotl" Lodge, the opportune
appearance of incidents that solved the
problems is striking. Everything moved
favorably as if in response to the basic

1

intention of founding a stable, strong lodge, a
magnetic center of the first order for the
Central American region.
We believe that the "Teotl" Lodge is a
privileged lodge and that its durability and
prosperity have been due to divine protection.
We hope that you continue to have it for the
best performance of your functions in favor of
humanity and the work of the Masters of
Wisdom.
Alfredo Rodríguez Velásquez.

In the original writing there is a list of 69 Brothers and Sisters members back then, that due to
space limitations are not included.
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INTERVIEW

Interview with Barbara Herbert
Juliana Cesano
Part II

In this issue we continue with the interview conducted by Sr.
Juliana Cesano to Sr. Barbara Herbert, President of the TS in
the United States. (EN)

Juliana Cesano (JC): So, shifting a little bit,
since you have this background in therapy, I'm
always interested in seeing how understanding
our psychology helps us in our spiritual path or
our spiritual unfoldment. You have both the
theosophical
and
the
psychological
background, so I wanted to ask you, would you
say that to embark in what we call “the
spiritual path”, is it advisable to be
psychologically healthy, and how would you
define psychological health?
Barbara Herbert (BH): That's the place to
start. It’s defining psychological health. And
I'll be honest with you, I don't know that I can.
I perceive it, in some ways, as a balance. I
think that part of our spiritual path is to find
that balance which allows us, helps us to
become more psychologically healthy. When
we're out of balance it's so difficult to walk the
path, at least from my perspective, or at least
to get onto the path. I don’t know that I am
walking it, but I am trying to get on it and walk
it. I think that our spiritual journey,
Theosophy, our worldview, tells us that we
have to know ourselves. We're encased in this
personality, we have this personality that's
temporary, we know that. It's not who we
really, really are, but we're working from this
temporary personality. So, we have to know it,
we have to understand it. And I think

Psychology is what helps us understand
ourselves.
We're all very different. We're all unique. Our
journeys are unique. So, I think that doing
therapy is very, very useful in terms of learning
more about ourselves. It doesn't give us all the
answers, but I think it makes it easier to maybe
see ourselves a little bit more clearly, see
where our biases are, see where our
conditioning is, to see where we're not really
seeing the true reality of what is at our core,
that ‘doll in this shimmering gold dress’. I
think it's really, really important… They just
go together for me, and that's why I loved
counseling from the very beginning, because it
matched up, paired with my theosophical
worldview so beautifully. My job wasn’t to fix
people's problems. My job was to walk with
them on their journey. To listen. To maybe ask
some questions that would provide some
clarity. But to recognize that everybody is on
their own unique journey, and they are the only
ones who have the answers for themselves.
That's basic counseling and to me it's basic
Theosophy. And it allowed me to work with
children, where there were allegations of abuse
and neglect.
Those cases can be very difficult. To maintain
boundaries, to maintain a distance, you know,
and not get caught up in the emotional
entanglements that can occur. Because
15
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recognizing that, for whatever reason, the soul
in this child's body had chosen this specific
journey, because there were lessons to learn, it
helped me. And, knowing that, regardless of
how it actually turned out in this lifetime,
whether it was this lifetime or another, it would
work itself out. And that child would be able
to deal with whatever he or she needed to deal
with.
JC: I'm sure that that gave you a very different
perspective from most therapists. To be able to
have that background, that trust in a process
that is greater than this lifetime, and to see it
and walk with them.
BH: When I worked with young counselors
-of course I didn't share my theosophical
perspectives, because that's not appropriate or
ethical - I would say “Talk about your belief
system. Tell me what you believe. Why do you
think bad things happen to good people? Why
do you think bad things happen to these
children?” So that they could start to form their
own perspectives, because I know it's there in
every religion. It is part of the Ageless
Wisdom. But to get them to think about it, and
once it's rooted in a person's belief system,
then it helps that counselor to be able to work
with even the most tragic circumstances, I
think.
JC: And in this relationship that you establish
with a therapist, apart from accompanying, and
going with the patient, is there also an
opportunity, for the person who is willing and
ready, to see themselves? To see aspects of
themselves that they didn't want to see, or they
never saw before, and how does that happen?
What is it that makes that happen?
BH: I think it's essential for all of us to do that
on our journey. We have to do it at some point.
And we can choose to put it off as long as we
wish, or we can go ahead and do it, as difficult
as it is. So, I think having a supportive
counselor to do that with is very helpful.
Because we all have parts of ourselves that we
don't like, that we don't want to admit that are
there, that we'd prefer to keep hidden as our
deep dark secret. Once we recognize that

everybody has that, it makes it a little bit
easier. And once we quit looking for validation
from external sources, when we quit worrying
about how people are going to judge us, then it
is a little bit easier to look at those aspects of
ourselves. And then we have to work on not
judging ourselves, but to recognize that this is
part of our spiritual journey, part of our
growth. Probably… No, I would say, almost
definitely, in the lives that we've had in the
past, no matter how wonderful we are today,
we have done some pretty dreadful things.
Because we didn't know any better. It was part
of our process of growing and learning. And
so, we are working on maybe another layer of
that now. I think of the onion. Maybe we've
worked through some of the outer layers of the
onion, but we'll get deeper, and deeper, and
deeper into that onion. Because we are at that
core, and we need to find that part of us. It's
hard work. Looking at ourselves, I think, is the
hardest work of all, and accepting and
forgiving ourselves, or at least recognizing that
this is part of our journey, and if we'd known
then what we know now, maybe we wouldn't
have done that. When I think back, and I think
back mostly as a mother, when I think back to
the mistakes that I made with my kids… Oh
gosh, it just breaks my heart to think… I didn't
do terrible things to them, but certainly I was
not the perfect mother. But to recognize that at
that particular point in time, I was doing the
very best that I could, given every
circumstance that was happening in my life, in
the world, in their lives. How can you blame
somebody for doing the best that they can do,
given the circumstances? And that's something
I tried to help clients work with, when they
were struggling with issues with family, or
parents, or whatever.
JC: After all, that's what evolution is about. It's
making mistakes. Even biologically we learn
by mistakes and then we evolve. But then there
is this ideal of perfection, we want to be perfect
now, so then we don't want to see anything that
doesn’t fit within that scheme. But I think that
removing that scheme is what allows us to see
ourselves, with our lights and shadows.
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BH: Exactly. It goes back to our conditioning.
We're conditioned that we want to appear in a
certain way.
JC: Right. And then that conditioning can
apply to other things. Right now, people are
talking about “confirmation bias”, which is
this idea that whatever we believe at this point
forms like a structure and then whatever we
hear that can be accommodated to that
structure is immediately accepted, and we
reject anything else that doesn't fit in that
structure. So, conditioning can touch all those
areas, even within our theosophical belief
system, right?
BH: Absolutely. You know, it reminds me
very much of the Golden Stairs, and that the
second step on the golden stairs is “an open
mind.” And if we buy into confirmation bias,
which we can do without realizing it, we no
longer have an open mind. Our mind is closed
to anything except what fits into this little box
that we have for our belief system. I think it's
probably just part of our learning and growth,
but we're stepping off the path at that point
because we're not maintaining an open mind.
We're not living within the theosophical
worldview.
JC: That's an excellent point. And then this
kind of game, of building some type of
structure, but allowing the structure to be loose
or open enough for something else to come in.
We cannot fantasize with the idea that we will
never create any structures, because otherwise
we would be completely lost, but at the same
time how crucial it is to keep that open, so the
evolution that we're talking about can actually
happen.
BH: Absolutely. And I think that as
theosophists we also have to be very cautious,
because we can do our own confirmation bias.
If someone comes up with an idea that does not
fit in my box of how I perceive the teachings
of Theosophy, I can throw it away without ever
having stopped to consider it. And so, in our
own way we become very limited. As limited
as someone in a very orthodox tradition, or a
very rigid mindset. And we are not, again,

living that theosophical life. But to recognize
that we're doing this, we have to look at
ourselves, we have to be honest with ourselves
and say, you know what, maybe I should have
looked at that more. Maybe I'll look at it now.
I don't know about you, but the theosophical
beliefs that I held when I was 15 were not the
beliefs that I held when I was 25, and are
definitely not the same... The core belief
maybe is, but my interpretation, my
understanding of it, the depth of my
understanding of it now, is so much different.
And I hope that if we have the chance to talk
again in 10 years or 20 years, and I'm sure we
will because we're friends, my perspective will
be different then too. That I will continue to
allow that to grow, to develop, and to deepen.
JC: And would you say that that growth was a
combination of experience, having to live and
go through things and learn how to deal with
them? Exposure to knowledge perhaps as
well?
BH: I think that all of that. Certainly
experience, because if this lifetime doesn't do
anything for us it certainly teaches us,
hopefully, hopefully! A very wise therapist
told me one time, when I was moaning about
making a mistake, she said, “Barbara there are
no mistakes. They're only lessons that we don't
learn from.” Okay. I’m going to learn from this
lesson then. I think it's the experiences, but it's
also the knowledge base that we gain, the
interactions that we have with other people, the
study that we do, the conversations about that
study, and our meditations, our opportunity to
be quiet and go within and listen. Listen to that
voice that's inside because that is the voice of
who we really are.
JC: Thank you so much for being with me
today, drinking tea.
BH: Yes! Kind of cold now. Thank you. I am
so grateful to you and to our brothers and
sisters in South and Central America and the
Inter-American Theosophical Federation for
this opportunity to just chat.
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SERVICE

What Shall We Do for Our Fellow Men?
The following is a small excerpt from a correspondence published in the respective section of the Lucifer
magazine of October 1889 (Lucifer, Vol. V, No. 26, October 1889, pp. 156-165). HPB responds to Mr.
Hübbe – Schleiden, a German lawyer and editor of the newspaper Sphinx, who had criticized HPB for an
article published by HPB in "The Theosophical Magazine". Both exchange a correspondence where the
difference in vision between the so-called "Doctrine of the Eye" and the "Doctrine of the Heart" is clearly
reflected. The difference between the two is Blavatsky's unwavering position on altruism, directed towards all
of humanity, based on the first goal of the Theosophical Society. Only a few paragraphs are transcribed
directly related to the subject at hand, the Service, in which there is no doubt about what our position as
theosophists should be. E.N.

Hübbe – Schleiden: As the purport of my
former
communication
has
been
misunderstood, I have now made this question
the title of my present letter, in order to
emphasize the point. My friends and I did not
ask: Shall we do anything for our fellowmen
or nothing? but: What shall we do for them?
(…) The difference of opinions is this: Shall
we now, nevertheless, assist all our fellowmen indiscriminately in their worldly affairs;
shall we occupy ourselves with their national
and individual Karma, in order to help them to
improve the “world” and to live happily in it;
shall we strive with them to realize socialistic
problems, to further science, arts and
industries, to teach them cosmology, the
evolution of man and of the universe, etc.,
etc.,—or on the other hand, shall we only do
the best we can to show our fellow-men the
road of wisdom that will lead them out of the
world and as straight as possible towards their
acknowledged goal of absolute existence
(Para-Nirvana, Moksha, Atma)? Shall we
consequently only work for those who are
willing to get rid of all individual existence and
yearning to be delivered from all selfishness,
from all strivings, who are longing only for
eternal peace?
Helena Blavatsky: As the undersigned accepts
for her views and walk in life no authority dead
or living, no system of philosophy or religion
but one––namely, the esoteric teachings of

ethics and philosophy of those she calls
“MASTERS”—answers have, therefore, to be
given strictly in accordance with these
teachings. My first reply then is: Nothing of
that which is conducive to help man,
collectively or individually, to live—not
“happily”—but less unhappily in this world,
ought to be indifferent to the TheosophistOccultist. It is no concern of his whether his
help benefits a man in his worldly or spiritual
progress; his first duty is to be ever ready to
help if he can, without stopping to
philosophize…
One, who while “yearning to be
delivered from all selfishness” directs at the
same time all his energies only to that portion
of humanity which is of his own way of
thinking, shows himself not only very selfish
but guilty of prejudice and partiality.
To feel “compassion” without an
adequate practical result ensuing from it is not
to show oneself an “Altruist” but the reverse.
Real self-development on the esoteric lines is
action. “Inaction in a deed of mercy becomes
an action in a deadly sin.” (Vide “The Two
Paths” in The Voice of the Silence).
An Occultist does not feel "himself tied to the
Karma of all his fellow-men," no more than
one man feels his legs motionless because of
the paralysis of another man's legs. But this
does not prevent the fact that the legs of both
18
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are evolved from and contain the same
ultimate essence of the ONE LIFE. Therefore,
there can be no egotistical feeling in his
labours for the less favoured brother.
Esoterically, there is no other way, means or
method of sacrificing oneself “to the eternal”

than by working and sacrificing oneself for the
collective spirit of Life, embodied in, and (for
us) represented in its highest divine aspect by
Humanity alone.
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UKRAINE
Ukraine hurts us all. Its history is that of many peoples, throughout the human epic. But today it's up to us to help. We have separated from
the news about activities this story of dedication, of compassion, of solidarity, because it illustrates what HPB tells us in “What should we do
for Humanity?”: To feel compassion without this leading to an adequate practical result, it is not showing "Altruism", but the opposite. True
self-development along esoteric lines is action.” We do not do it to nurture personalities but, on the contrary, to be able to serve and also to
learn ways of serving. And not only to the brothers and sisters in Ukraine, but to all those who suffer in silence, also victims of the war in so
many other regions that today experience this terrible scourge. To the victims of hunger, misery, ignorance. To those without a country. To
all those many who are now forgotten, whose situation is not spread by the news media but who we do know about in our countries, our cities,
and towns. Our thoughts of Peace, Light, Compassion to all of Ukraine, to its people. On the other hand, to the perpetrators, may that internal
Light that is hidden in the heart of all human beings be able to make its way in the midst of the darkness of Ignorance. We thank Sr. Ananya
Sri Ram, Director of the OTS in the United States and Additional Member for North America of the FTI, both the informative note on the
aid activities and the photographs that illustrate such beautiful work. E.N.

The OTS in the United States is currently working with the Secretaries
General in Hungary and Ukraine, raising funds to help refugees from both
European countries. The contact is made through a refugee from Ukraine who is
currently in Romania, and funds are sent through him to Hungary and Romania
in order to buy medicines, food and other necessities for those displaced by the
war.
In Hungary, the president of the TS has a small group of people who
bake homemade products and leave them in the center where the refugees arrive.
(1) This may seem like a simple gesture, but often something homemade, a
friendly gesture, or a good cup of tea help calm someone down after a trauma.
Many of the refugees are traumatized. I'm in contact with a woman who is in
Lviv, Ukraine, and she says she can't get the sound of shelling out of her head.
In Romania, Corina Staicova, daughter of Natalia Staicova, a TS worker
in Kiev, has an NGO that works to help refugees with food, clothing and finding
homes. (2) She is working with refugees to integrate them into Romania, as many
have lost their homes. This will mean getting them employment, housing,
enrolling children in schools, placing them in daycare centers and many other
things that are required to live in peace. In addition, many of the women and
children who have had to move are traumatized by the event that has taken place,
so they will also need mental and emotional health care. All donations go directly
to the refugees as all this is done by volunteers.
In Lviv, Ukraine, Iryna, former treasurer of the Ukraine section, has been
displaced. She is originally from Kiev but has had to leave her home. She has
chosen to live and work in an orphanage helping refugee children whose parents
have sent them to a safer region. (3)
The OTS - USA is helping all these projects with the generous donations
that have come from everywhere. At present, nearly $13,000 has been raised of
which $12,500 has been distributed and more will be distributed, as more money
comes in. On behalf of Hungary, Romania and Ukraine, OTS USA would like to
thank everyone for their immense generosity.

1

2

For donations: www.theoservice.org
Apply the donation to "Let TOS decide greatest need" which will allow it to go
directly to refugees from Ukraine.
For more information contact Sr. Ananya Sri Ram: info@theoservice.org
3
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HEALTHY LIVING

Embracing Change Consciously
Marcela Riaudo
Introduction
The speed that we have imprinted on
our daily lives prevents us from perceiving the
changeability of things, the permanent
movement. How immersed in the changes that
follow! We have become accustomed to some
of them: night, day; cold, heat; light, darkness;
winter, summer. We know we are born, grow
and die, but is that all? And if it is not, are we
aware of who we are? do we take the time to ask
ourselves or are we in a hurry? ... Meanwhile,
the planet is disintegrating in fires, droughts,
famine, and wars... Or perhaps, we understand
that it is an issue that does not concern us.
Technological innovations are very
useful tools, but how far do they distance and
distract us? We have a strong tendency to leave
for tomorrow what we do not want to address
today. Perhaps it is that we are confused
because we have forgotten who we are and
thus resignify our existence. No doubt there
will be many questions and even more for
those who wish to deepen. It is interesting to
note that for every individual who resolves to
seek the truth, Theosophy opens its doors to
him. We should then begin by understanding
the vast scenario in which we find ourselves,
the evolution of which we are part and the Plan
that the Secret Science points out to us.
Let´s consider Madame Blavatsky's
definition of evolution in Isis Unveiled:
"EVOLUTION... Modern science only studies
physical evolution and knows nothing of
spiritual evolution, which would force
contemporaries to confess their inferiority to
the ancient philosophers and psychologists.
The sages of antiquity rose to the
UNKNOWABLE, to take as a starting point
the first manifestation of the Invisible, the
Inevitable, which by strictly logical reasoning,

is the Creator Being, necessary at all; the
Demiurge of the Universe. Evolution begins,
according to them, in the pure spirit, which
gradually descends into the visible and
tangible form of matter..."
Ignorance, the product of oblivion.
No doubt it is very difficult for us to
detach ourselves from the materialistic vision
we have of ourselves and of everything around
us. The identification of Life with the vehicle
by which it is being expressed, generates the
deep illusion of separateness. But this does not
mean that we should despise such a vehicle,
quite the contrary. It is our task to make it an
instrument fit for Divine manifestation. Task
that we find based on this paragraph of Isis
Unveiled Volume II "... but the Hermetics held
that by virtue of the cyclical law, the human
race must ascend to the same level as the point
at which on descending it would take on
"garments of skin", that is, that according to
the law of evolution, man is to spiritualize his
physical body.
So, shouldn't we consider the matter
with which our vehicles are built to be of the
utmost importance? And the answer is Yes.
Let's start with our physical body and
investigate our diet, from various aspects, such
as our diet, breathing, sunlight, quality of the
water we drink. Let's analyze our eating habits,
to evaluate if at the time of choosing we are
free to decide on what we eat, or we are highly
conditioned by beliefs, or if those same habits
are the ones that decide for us.
The path that ideally we should choose
to have a purer diet is, without hesitation,
Vegetarianism, a regime that does not
incorporate any food that comes from animal
sacrifice or death, including all animals,
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without exception and Veganism, which does
not include any product derived from animal,
alive or dead.
If we truly understand or strive to
understand that Life is One and that it is only
clothed in the most varied forms, our action,
more and more, will be guided by
harmlessness and so we can embrace every
change we make.

In future installments we will develop
in greater depth the reasons for choosing the
vegetarian regime, both on the visible and
invisible plane, for the individual and
humanity, as well as the imperative need for
change to restore the well-being of our planet
as we will consider it under the moral law.
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INTER-AMERICAN THEOSOPHICAL FEDERATION
INTERNATIONAL TALKS PROGRAM*
II QUARTER 2022
Zoom Platform ID and Key for all sessions
ID: 856 45946857
Password: 998220
GMT Time: 16 h
Spain: 18:00 h
Mexico: 11 am
Costa Rica: 10 h
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic and Bolivia: 12 noon
Chile, Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay: 13 h
Peru and Colombia: 11 h
https://www.datosmundial.com/zonas-horarias/conversor.php

Month

Date
3

April

Víctor Portes

The Three Main Lines Of Work On
The Theosophical Path
Thy Sins Be Forgiven Thee
What Does the Spiritual Path Demand
of the Seeker?
A Theosophical Approach to Mayan
Wisdom

Cecilia Calderón
Isaac Jauli

24

Rafael Arévalo

8
15
22
29
5
12

Junio

Theme

10
17

1
Mayo

Speaker

Guadalupe Domínguez
Magaly Polanco y María
de los Ángeles Orlich
Fred Fernández
Carlos Pérez
Enrique Reig

19

Emilse Barrera
Rodolfo Gil y Felipe De
Castro
Isaac Jauli

26

Nidia Venegas

The Theosophical Novels of Gustav
Meyrink
White Lotus Day Celebration
Modern Science and Ancient Wisdom
Can We Be Free?
Karma Lay
Review on Krishnamurti
The Manifested Universe According to
Science and Theosophy
The Egyptian Tradition and the
Hereafter
Transcendence and Liberation

* The talks are held in Spanish and can be searched subtitled on the IATF's official YouTube
channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo3Mtr6PlrKZkBT7Z6gXdLg
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NEWS FROM THE REGIONS

On March, the Workshop "The Maturity of the Soul: Fulfilling the Purpose of Life" was held in the Dominican Republic,
given by Brs. Enrique Reig and Isaac Jauli. From the reflection on the definition of Soul and personal karma, participants
were oriented to try to identify the personal destiny and the opportunities that arise on the way to fulfill the purpose of life.
The activity was both virtual and online. The funds collected for registration will be used for the construction of the new
Center for Theosophical Study in that country.

Within the framework of the same Seminar
in the Dominican Republic, Brothers Enrique
and Isaac also gave a Theosophical
Leadership Workshop, aimed especially at
young people, where a leadership model
applied to both the internal and external work
of the Theosophists was presented.

During their stay in the Dominican Republic, Brs.
Enrique Reig and Isaac Jauli gave the talk "The
Formation of the Universe: Comparative Study
between Ancient Traditional Teachings and
Current Science".
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
The TS in Argentina opens registration for the new
edition of the Initial Virtual Course of Theosophy.
Registration: From March 7 to April 16
Registration Form:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1876Dth6HSo8bQqwTnD_GiN4S
Rpx6H7g93RvhdyjVmBY/edit?usp=sharing

For inquiries only:
cursovirtualstargentina@gmail.com
Please indicate Subject: CIVT-2022

Argentina, Chile, Brasil, Uruguay : 22 h
Bolivia, Venezuela, P uerto Rico y República Dominicana: 21 h
Colombia y Perú: 20 h
México y Costa Rica: 19 h
California: 17 h

Argentina, Chile, Brasil, Uruguay: 16:30 h
Bolivia, Venezuela, Puerto Rico y República Dominicana: 15:30 h
Colombia y Perú: 14:30 h
México y Costa Rica: 13:30 h
California: 11:30 h
España: 20:30 h

Healing and Meditation Service for Peace
23:30 GMT
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Argentina, Chile, Brasil, Uruguay: 13:30 h
Bolivia, Venezuela, Puerto Rico y República Dominicana: 12:30 h
Colombia y Perú: 11:30 h
México y Costa Rica: 10:30 h
California: 8:30 h
España: 17:30 h
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ADYAR WISDOM SCHOOLS

Activities in Spanish
Meditation: The Why and How According to Different Traditions
April, May & June 2022 (One hour every Saturday)
Facilitator: Juliana Cesano
Time: 11 AM CDT, 4 PM GMT, check your local time
See more...
APPLICATION: Click here

La sabiduría del bosque: una introducción a las Upanishads
Octubre 1 - 16, 2022 (los sábados y domingos)
Facilitador: Prof. Óscar Figueroa
Hora: 2 PM México, 4 PM Argentina, 7 PM GMT, 9 PM España,
ver la hora en su localidad
Ver más...
SOLICITUD: Clic aquí

Activities in English
To Keep on Being
April, May, June 2022 (every Friday one hour)
Facilitator: Venerable Olande Ananda, Sri Lanka
Hora: 11:30 AM GMT, 5 PM IST India
check your local time:
Details on the website
APPLICATION: Click here

For more information about Adyar Wisdom Schools https://www.ts-adyar.org/content/school-wisdom
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YOUNG THEOSOPHISTS ACTIVITIES
ENCOUNTERS WITH THE YOUNG
THEOSOPHISTS
Organized by: Spanish-Speaking Young Theosophists Group
Catalina Isaza Cantor
catalinaisazacantor@gmail.com

Zoom Platform ID: 863 5895 5016
password: joventeo
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86358955016?pwd=UlFIMmQ3UGhUbHFWb2p1aHV0WTZzZz09

GMT time: 14:30 h
Spain: 16:30 h
Mexico: 9:30 am
Costa Rica: 8:30 a.m.
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic and Bolivia: 10:30 am
Chile, Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay: 11:30 am
Peru and Colombia: 9:30 am

Date

April 27

May 29

27 de abril

Speakers

Valentina Malgarejo - Peru
Maitri Samayoa Kestler (Guatemala)
Evaldo Cárdenas (Chile)
Moderator: Miriam Martínez (Spain)

Facundo Hernández (Argentina)
Francisco Venegas (Puerto Rico)
Stephanie Vargas (Bolivia)
Moderator: Julián Novoa (Colombia)

Sara Ortega (Spain)
and other young participants
Moderator: Catalina Isaza (Colombia-Adyar)

Theme

ECOLOGY AND
SPIRITUALITY

WHITE LOTUS DAY

MEMORIES AND
EXPERIENCES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL YOUTH
MEETING IN NAARDEN
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Treading the
Path to Self-Transformation

Event Date: June 3-7, 2022
Language: ENGLISH
Participants: TS members under the age of 41
Guest speakers: Tim Boyd, International
President & Vicente Hao Chin Jr, Former President
of the Philippines Section, and the Indo-Pacific
Federation of the TS.
Location: International Theosophical Centre in
Naarden, Netherlands.
https://www.itcnaarden.org

From June 3 to 7, 2022, an international meeting
of young Theosophists will take place at the
International Theosophical Centre (ITC) in
Naarden, the Netherlands. A team of young
members from Europe is coordinating the event
which is organized under the auspices of ITC and
the European Federation of TS and sponsored by
both, together with a number of Sections in
Europe.
The meeting will focus on the theme "Treading
the Path of Self-Transformation", a relevant
theme that deals with the process of selfknowledge and the spiritual life. During this
conference, young members will have the
opportunity to discuss and share their views with
guest speakers Tim Boyd, International
President, and Vicente Hao Chin Jr., former
President of the Philippines Section, and the
Indo-Pacific Federation. The program includes
guest speaker lectures, youth talks, workshops,
study groups, yoga or meditation, and volunteer
activities at the Center.
The event aims to create, build, and strengthen
the bonds of friendship and fraternity among the
youngest members of the TS, in the hope that
many young Theosophists from all over the
world will participate.
More
information
on
the
Adyar
website: www.ts-adyar.org/event/internationalgathering-young-theosophists
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